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Highlights from the ICALEPCS 2009 conference
BY: MARK PLESKO

The ICALEPCS (International Conference
on Accelerator and Large Experimental
Physics Control Systems) conference took
place in Kobe, Japan from Oct. 12-16.
The conference was a major milestone in
the visibility for Cosylab. From its first
presence on the ICALEPCS 2001 in San
Jose, Cosylab constantly increased its visibility, being sponsor and featured on the
conference bag the last two times. However, the main and most prominent coverage of Cosylab in this year’s conference
was during the many talks given by the
delegates. During each session, there was
at least one mentioning of Cosylab. It appears that we have attained a critical mass
of customers in this relatively small community, so that customers present work
done with Cosylab on their own as a positive referral. Although we have worked
long and hard on the marketing of Cosylab,
we are still surprised by such a positive
reaction. Finally it shows that a good reputation spreads everywhere and foremost
that the best marketing campaign is when
one works hard and honestly.
Of course, also a real marketing campaign
wasn’t missing. As traditional since 2001,
Cosylab was again giving away free T-shirts
with its trademark popular design. This
year, we couldn’t decide among three designs, so we brought all three of them to
choose from. But, nothing is free anymore,
therefore we made up a little and simple
game: participants to the conference had to
find four Pokémon's that we have hidden
among them. It turned out that the four

Pokémon's were the four members of Cosylab,
who each had a Pokémon stamp. Everyone who
collected all four stamps got a T-shirt and entered into a drawing to win a free trip to Slovenia, the location of Cosylab and one of the
“best tourist destinations” (quote by R. Bacher
of DESY). The game was very well accepted,
even by the members of the organizing committee, who quickly collected all the stamps. Only
E. Taurel from the ESRF refused to take a Cosylab T-shirt, being convinced that his ESRF Tshirt was nicer. All in all, we have given 125 Tshirts. The remaining T-shirts have been sent to
Kyoto, awaiting the IPAC conference that will
take place there in spring 2010. If you don’t
have the new T-shirt yet, then this could be an
important argument why you should consider
going to this conference :).
A few random quotes from the conference
about Cosylab:

 “Cosylab is everywhere! [and he enumerated
projects and control systems]” - Gianluca
Chiozzi, Head of the Control and Instrumentation Software Department at ESO, while
giving a report on ICALEPCS 2009

 “The common denominator is Cosylab” Dave Thompson, ORNL, in his slides on the
timing workshop

 “The Cosylab block of commercials” –
Reinhard Bacher, DESY about the fact that a
few consecutive talks mentioned Cosylab
(including his own talk)

 “When you started the company, many people laughed and were convinced that you
won’t succeed. Now they have to admit that
they were wrong” - Babak Kalantari, PSI

 Even people from other companies congratulated us on our successes, such as Graham Cross from Hytec for winning the ITER
EPICS software engineering contract, Takeshi Nakamura from Hitachi Zosen for our
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big growth and Thierry Debelle from
National Instruments, who said "you’re
the main act at this conference".

 And my favourite one: “Cosylab implemented the changes overnight, while we
were sleeping” – Karen White, ORNL,
on the advantages of a supplier that is
working in a different time zone.
The real highlight of the conference, however, was at the conference dinner, where
the lifetime award for control system development was awarded for the first time.
It was given to Marty Kraimer, Bob Dalesio
and Jeff Hill for the creation of EPICS,
which plays a key role in the controls of
big physics, and had a tremendous impact
on our community.
It is a great honor and success that Cosylab people are working with these guys on
several projects and in particular on the
new version of EPICS, EPICS V4.
And an even greater honor is the fact that
Marty always wears Cosylab T-shirts, in
respect of our efforts – see this nice photo
of Marty’s back, taken by the official
ICALEPCS photographer.
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Of course, not everything went well, but such
mishaps are usually not reported, at least not
in a corporate eZine like this one. But you
know by now that Cosylab is different: we
admit our mistakes and fix them. This is how
we consider being professionals. Some companies claim that they are professionals who
don’t make mistakes, but we believe that to
err is only human and that even professionals
err. The difference between us and those
professionals is that by admitting our mistakes, we can actually fix them without losing
face.
So, here’s the mishap: our administration was
a little too creative when filling the customs
documents for our conference booth material. For example, they called a normal cable
with multiple plugs an “electric power distribution system”. The Japanese customs detained the shipment, because they just couldn’t match the items in the box with the list.
With the generous help from the organizers, The Cosylab booth with its new T-shirts: from left to right: Klemen Žagar, Johnny Tang from
who, by the way, did an excellent job in all ORNL (project SNS) of Tennessee, USA, already wearing the new Cosylab T-shirt that he got
aspects of the conference, we got our shipment only one day late.
But even this didn’t have an impact on our
booth presence. We quickly went to a local
print shop to print a few Cosylab slogans that
we have pinned on the wall. All kudos to our
marketing colleague Aljaž, who sacrificed his
Sunday morning to make a quick design in
time for us to get the prints on Monday
morning Japanese time. As the booth still
looked kind of empty, we borrowed a comfortable couch for a day – to make our customers feel really cosy!
In summary, we are really proud that Cosylab
was the leading company at ICALEPCS. And
we are even prouder of the reasons why this
is so: people don’t see Cosylab as an external
corporation, but really take us as members of
the community, who just happen to have to
earn money through labour and not from
government grants. We take it as a big responsibility on our part to keep up the good
Klemen Žagar of Cosylab giving a presentation on our joint development with Marty
work and to remain honest.
Kraimer on the new version of EPICS – EPICS V4

Winner of Cosylab ICALEPCS draw is…?
Would you like to know, if you are the winner of Cosylab draw of POKEMON game?
You are one step away from finding if you are the lucky one.
PRESS THIS BUTTON

or go to web page: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqNufVVSvFs
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Steering development of software and hardware projects,
used and funded by several laboratories
BY: JAVIER SERRANO (CERN) AND IGOR VERST OVSEK (COSYLAB)

Very often the accelerator control system community finds itself solving a similar problem many times independently,
with every lab implementing its own solution. People working on these projects of
course see this happening and are motivated to collaborate – they share code,
split development effort for new functionality among several labs, etc. However, such collaborations are faced with
many challenges, just to name a few:
Who will be committed to drive the development of the common project, not just at the
beginning, when the enthusiasm is high, but
also later, in the dull bug fixing phase?
This person needs a lot of experience in
the domain in order to be able to steer
the project into the direction that is the
most beneficial for the whole community
of users.
How can the responsible person influence
developers from sites other than her own to
always work in the best interest of the project as a whole?

typical fiber lengths in the order of 10
km. In order to make the development
of hardware in an open way easier, the
Open Hardware Repository project
(OHR) was implemented.

2.Visual DCT v2, SLS, 2001
3.Package A, ANL, 2002
4.Package B, DLS, 2002
5.Debug Package, PSI, 2003

Visual DCT

6.CapFast to Visual DCT
Converter, JLAB, 2003
Visual DCT (Database Configuration
Tool) provides visual composition of new 7.Package D1, ORNL, 2004
EPICS databases as well as graphical rep- 8.Package D2, DLS, 2004
resentation of already existing ones. Today, it is the most widely used tool for 9.Design study of CSS and
Visual
DCT integration,
visual composition of EPICS databases.
DESY, 2006
Before Visual DCT, the most widely used
tool was CapFast, a tool developed for 10.Support package, ORNL, 2006
designing electronic circuits. Only later it 11.Visual DCT Package E – Spreadwas adapted so that it was possible to
sheet view, SLAC, 2007
use it to design EPICS databases. With 12.Support package, SLAC, 2008
this development path came several
drawbacks: some features of EPICS data- 13.Package F, BNL, 2009
bases were hard to include into CapFast 14.Visual DCT for EPICS v4, BNL,
2009
in the first place, further customizations
of the tool were coming slowly, and fi- During the lifetime of Visual DCT
nally the pricing and support scheme of there were several people in charge
CapFast was not attractive for the accel- of steering its development. All are
erator community, which is used to experienced and respected members
working with open source tools. Never- of the EPICS community, representing
theless, CapFast provided a robust, pro- sites that use Visual DCT in everyday
fessional grade visual editor that was operation. At first, the responsible
hard to replace. Investment into a new was Steve Hunt from SLS, and later
tool that would provide all the function- John Maclean from APS, Nick Rees
ality of CapFast was too large for any of and Emma Shepherd from DLS. The
the individual laboratories to take on.
role of the representative from the

For example we can take a look at the
following situation: on site A, there is a
pressing need to add something to the
common code that is only relevant to
site A, and the developers from this site
do not want to go through the burdensome process of getting the OK from the
community. So, they just add “this one
feature”.
Therefore, a gradual approach was taken:
Who will be in charge of getting additional Steve Hunt, then the leader of the confunding for the project and keep in mind the trol group at SLS funded the development of the first version of Visual DCT
necessary accounting?
and has outsourced the development to
For these and many more reasons, such
Cosylab. The scope of the project was to
collaborations have a large risk of failure.
provide a simple GUI builder for EPICS
In this article we will provide two examrecords, with much less features than
ples of collaborations that are succeedCapFast provided. However, Steve aling: one that has already proved to be
ready had a vision on how the tool could
going well for eight years, a software
be expanded further.
product called Visual DCT. The other
example is the development of White After that, other labs have seen the poRabbit, a multi-lab, multi-company effort tential of Visual DCT to become the
to come up with an Ethernet-based net- standard for building EPICS databases
work that can guarantee sub-ns synchro- visually. The development packages are:
nization in more than 2000 stations with 1.Visual DCT v1, SLS, 2000
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EPICS community is to make sure that
new developments of Visual DCT are
steered in the right direction. They
are responsible for collecting and
prioritizing requirements that were
given by the members of the EPICS
community. For each development
package, a part of the development
budget went to address specific needs
of Visual DCT of the funding lab, and
another part (usually a larger part)
went into developments that were
useful for all sites that use Visual
DCT. This part also covered ongoing
support and bug fixing.
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Open Hardware Repository and The first project to use OHR's serWhite Rabbit
vices was White Rabbit. CERN, GSI
In the case of hard- and Cosylab - among others - are
ware, duplication involved in this project, and today
of effort in differ- already one can browse the OHR and
ent labs - and even find schematic diagrams, HDL and
inside the same lab firmware for a proof-of-concept ver- is even a bigger sion of the White Rabbit Switch. Mailproblem than in ing list archives are also there to be
the case of soft- consulted, making incorporation of
ware. One possible new team members a painless proccause is that schematic diagrams and ess.
PCB layouts are inherently harder to
share than code. The non-open nature of many commercial developments does not help either, and even
open designs suffer from the nonopenness of schematics and PCB file
formats of commercial design tools.

ment of most packages. In this manner, the responsible person had a
strong influence on the development,
since Cosylab would not get paid if
the deliverables were not acceptable.

Who will be in charge to getting additional funding for the project and keep in
mind the necessary accounting? For
Visual DCT, both the community
responsible and Cosylab were motivated to get the funding. The responsible persons had good contacts to
One very important part of the OHR the relevant decision makers in the
philosophy concerns the role of com- community.
panies. One can pay them to collaboOpen hardware collaborations have
rate during the design stage, and they
the same risks as their software counare certainly key partners when it
terparts, and the solutions to increase
comes to producing, testing, selling
the chances of success are very simiand supporting hardware. The results
lar: motivated labs and companies, a
of this collaboration should be open
design of general-enough interest, and
for everyone - including companies
a well-thought business model not
themselves - to benefit from.
only during design, but also for proConclusion
duction, testing and commercializaFor the case of Visual DCT we can tion.

In order to overcome these problems
and pave the way for a fruitful open
hardware scene, CERN's Hardware
and Timing section teamed up with
Cosylab to develop the Open Hardware Repository* (OHR). The main answer the questions from the introaims of OHR are:
duction:
 To avoid duplication of efforts by Who will be committed to drive the depublishing designs in an easily ex- velopment…? In the case of Visual
portable way.
DCT these were the responsible per-

 To improve quality by the wellknown mechanism of peer-review.

 To rationalize work split: do what
you do best, let others do the rest.

 To make communication among
labs and companies easier, especially in the frame of complex collaboration projects.

Despite the challenges, collaborative
effort is possible, if managed well. The
results are well worth the risks, since
complex, well tested and widely used
products developed in this manner
sons from the EPICS community. are much better than any site could
They are experienced, motivated and produce on its own.
able to get agreement in the commu- * Open Hardware Repository,
nity.
www.ohwr.org. OHR can be used
How can the responsible person influ- freely for collaborative hardware proence developers from sites other than her jects. Go to the site, read the maniown …? For Visual DCT the answer festo, and contact Javier Serrano if
was that Cosylab, a commercial com- you want to share your project in
pany, was in charge of the develop- OHR.

HOW TO GET A FREE COSYLAB T-SHIRT?
SEND US AN INTERESTING

STORY AND GET A T-SHIRT.

IF YOU ARE ALREADY A PROUD OWNER OF THE POPULAR COSYLAB T-SHIRT, THEN YOU CAN ALSO CHOOSE BETWEEN A VINTAGE KGB T-SHIRT, SLOVENIAN CHOCOLATE OR COSYLAB'S
USB COFFEE CUP WARMER WITH MUG (EPICS DRIVER NOT IN-
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Extreme power Developing With FPGAs:
Did Digital Electronics Become a Simple Programming Exercise?
BY: TOMAŽ KARČNIK, INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGIES ; MARK PLEŠKO, COSYLAB

The programmability (or rather configurability) of FPGAs brings extreme power. But
there is also an extreme lure: they make
people think that anybody with a little programming experience can develop complex
digital electronics. In a way, they are similar
to sports cars; the more power they give
you, the less forgiving they are to even
small mistakes. And just like sports cars,
FPGAs are not meant for the average programmer (driver) to develop fast digital
electronics (drive races), but a tool for
already experienced electronics developers. Or, an analogy the SW people will
understand: The difference between
switching some flip flops with VHDL and
developing a real world FPGA application is
just like the difference between making a
nice Web page with Flash and a full fledged,
high performance and scalable eCommerce
service. No matter how easy the initial
example is, the learning curve for FPGA
development becomes very steep.

 difficult debugging: a tracer destroys

Here are some typical problems that require a lot of experience, which software
people and physicists, both untrained in
electronics, just don't have:

just make a few test cases. One must
test all possible corner cases

Dealing with signals, not values: in SW,
a zero is a zero and a one is a one, unmistakably. In FPGAs, there are hold and setup
times, etc. all of which have to be taken
into account not only in the design of the
electronics board, but also in the programming of the FPGA in particular when crossing time domains.
Time dependence: SW is a series of
logically connected actions, without the
need for exact relative timing. This is because the CPU clock is much faster than
the typical timescale of software events. In
FPGAs, the correct timing is the most essential aspect, resulting in a series of issues:

the original time structure, therefore
debugging is like an observer in quantum physics - it changes the outcome

 actions must be precisely timed
 communication between modules that
are physically distant on the silicon
may take longer than the clock, destroying synchronization
Interdependence of logic blocks: in
SW, it is easy to add another "elseif"
statement to an already existing "if". In
the FPGA, a few additional logic statements can completely alter the original
functionality:

 adding a independent block may disrupt the timing constraints in an otherwise fully functional block, due to
the changed timing and placements on
Silicon

 as a consequence, it is not enough to

Interfaces to other electronics: typically, 90% of time in FPGA development
is spent on high speed interfaces to PCI,
Ethernet, RAM, etc. - the logic itself
(even the DSP) is the easy part. As this
logic is the only issue that SW trained
people consider, they are really lured in
a false belief of simplicity. The challenge
with interfaces is for example:

 once the usage of silicon gets above 2030%, the constraints
gets much tougher and the complexity gets much worse

 the faster the FPGA clock, the more
one has to optimize

 increase the amount of testing:
there should be typically one tester
per 4 programmers. For FPGAs, the
ratio should be 1:1. And for those
that want to develop ASICs, the
ratio is 4 testers per one developer.

 don't rely just on high level tools
like Matlab or LabView FPGA but
use them for simple jobs: while they
provide blocks for most interfaces
and logic operations for proofs of
concept, their performance and in
particular memory usage is far from
optimal - we're talking about factors
of 10-100, just like in the compilation of high level languages. But
opposed to computer RAM, the
available silicon may be, at least for
now, still a precious commodity.

ent clocks from different sources is
very tricky, e.g. a fast serial line receiving data

 shifting data from differently clocked

Phone: +38614776676

Teslova ulica 30

Fax:

Slovenia

Some easy rules of thumb
to remember when planning to develop with
FPGAs are:

 manipulation of data driven by differ-

COSYLAB d.d.
SI-1000 Ljubljana

lar intervals. Now debug this!

structures (say, from a 10 MHz to a
15 MHz bus) may result in hold and
setup time violations of flip flops, i.e.
flip flops becoming unstable at irregu-

+38614776610

E-mail: controlsheet@cosylab.com
Web: www.cosylab.com

visit us on http://cosylab.com/solutions/particle_accelerators/control_sheet/
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